
To go ON Erasmus 

 

Article__________adjective_______kind of state 

 

The     Czech   Republic 

The     United   Kingdom 

The     United   States 

The     Nether lands 

 

.   Full stop / period 

.com  dot com 

 

 

Marie!!!!!!! : I would like to go on Erasmus to 

Finland. I think it would be interesting to get to 

know a completely new environment, people, culture 

and new ways of theatre education new approaches 

to theatre ed. 

 

Ways TO do something / way OF doing something 

Approach = pristup 

Methods of 

Attitude  = postoj (physical or metaphorical) 

Stance  =   postoj/ stanovisko 

 

 

I would get the chance to learn some basic words in 

Finnish and then I’d be better educated. This would 

help me to understand their culture even more, to be 

able to adapt to it, and to feel more European.  



 

To get to know    = seznamit se s necim 

The country(side)  = priroda / venkov 

 

Klara!!!! : I w l to go on Erasmus to Hungary 

because I was in that country just one time. My 

grandmother was Hungarian, so I would like to get 

to know more about this country. And I want to see 

Budapest, the capital city because I heard that this 

city is very nice. 

 

I am hungry and I am angry. 

I ate fish, and my dog ate beef. 

 

Kristian!!!!! YO!!!! 

 

I would l. to go on Erasmus to Bulgaria because 

Bulgarian people love and respect our country. I was 

there last summer with my friends last summer and 

it was really great. There is amazing night life and 

big parties every day. Bulgaria isn’t an expensive 

country and Bulgarian beer, which is called Zag.,  is 

quite good. 

 

Jordana: to Hungary. It’s a very different and 

special country in Europe. I’d like to try their style 

of life and get to know if it is similar to ours. I’d like 

to learn a little bit of the crazy language. I appreciate 

their energy, similar to gypsies. I hope it helps me to 

improve my energy.   



 

Hope + present tense / future tense   

 

Iva: I would like to go to Iceland because my 

classmate was there and she has so many beautiful 

memories of that country. I saw a few documentaries 

about Iceland and I’ve been enchanted by 

spectacular scenery. I also suppose that Icelandic 

people are very nice. Actually, I don’t know too 

much about   the theatre history  of Iceland but that 

is the reason I want to explore this specific culture. 

 

Documentary = dokument  

 

Priroda   countryside 

    Environment 

    Landscape 

    Forests, mountains, etc 

    Scenery 

    Nature 

 

Nikola!!!!!!  

To Iceland and I have only one reason, but it is an 

important one. I read in the newspaper that in 

Iceland building works on the road were stopped 

because of elves who didn’t wish people to continue 

with that work. And it absolutely amazed me. I need 

to visit the country where stuff like that can happen. 

In other parts of Europe, I am pretty sure people 

would use a lot of really serious logical reasons, but 



not this one, which is really serious, I think. The info 

that there is a country which still listens to what 

nature tries to say makes me feel really safe and 

happy.  

 

1 leaf, 2 leaves 

1 elf, 2 elves 

 

Demanding = naročný 

 Lucka!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Pronunciation of “to”: 

 

T’ Spain (place) 

T’ go (verb) 

T’ you (person) 

 

I am so sad, I have nobody t’ talk TO. 

 

 

 

 

 

I would like to go to Spain because I really love 

Spanish and unfortunately, this year, I don’t have 

time to study it. So I want to improve my skills. 

What is more / In addition, I admire their culture 

and the Spanish people. They are so open-minded 

and full of energy. And I think that I really need this 

kind of life.  



 

I can also speak French. 

I can speak French as well. 

 

Is 

Was 

As 

Because 

 

12.3.15 

 

Film/Play reviews 

 

Is a play which was performed 

A film which was screened 

 

The last performance = derniera 

 

At the end of last year 

It was directed by Ivan B, who is the present/current 

artistic director. The main plot is about the mother’s 

blind view of the world. She has only got work, and 

after work she goes home and relaxes there.  Her 

daughter hates her because of it. 

 

First World Problems: 

 

Klarka: My problem is that I think have big ears 

because my 18000 Kc Iphone photographs them that 

way.  



 

I often too tired to go to bed.  

 

I really want to do something but I’m too lazy to 

start.  

 

Jordana: I discovered that my expensive health food 

is made of air. I want to say  

 

Jana: I so hungry because I cannot decide whether I 

want the caviar or the smoked salmon. 

 

Ivca: The fridge is full of yummy unhealthy food, but 

I want to live in a healthy way. 

 

Marketa: When I am falling asleep I get thirsty, but 

I have to go through two doors to get to my fresh 

cool chlorinated free drinking water. 

 

Film Reviews 3
rd

 paragraph: 

What I really like about the dir. Is the fact that he is 

so unpredictable. The story is full of (plot) twists 

(=zvraty) and we don’t know where the truth is. I 

admire the main actress as well. She was very 

convincing, every piece of her insane soul.  

 

What I really like about this play is the realistic 

acting, which is basically typical for HaDivadlo, and 

the topic is also interesting, I mean the most 

interesting thing is not the lesbian relationship. It is 



the specific view of the mother-daughter relationship 

and generational differences.  

 

What I really like about the play is the fact that it 

shows how we look at these things that happened in 

the past from today’s point of view. The rotating 

stage set of the house where the two families from 

the different times lived is really interesting and it 

puts the two storylines very well together.  

 

What I really like is the actor F M A as Salieri. 

Another thing that I really like is the wonderful set. I 

appreciated the camera work / cinematography of M 

O.  

 

 

Preventivni opatreni + In 

case something bad happens 

(in the present tense). 

 

I’ll take an umbrella in case 

 it rains. 

 



Make sure to take some cash 

on your trip in case  your 

credit card doesn’t work in 

foreign countries. 

 

Take a map in case you get 

lost.  

 

I need to put a collar with a 

nametag on my cat in case he 

runs away. 

 

Put a gallon of gas into your 

car in case you run out of gas 

in the middle of the 

wilderness. 



 

To siphon gas from someone 

else’s tank. 

 

I’ll cancel tomorrow’s 

activities in case my illness 

gets worse. 

 

I’ll sleep right now so that 

my illness won’t get worse. 

 

Check the bus schedule just 

in case you miss the train.  

 



I’ll take a book with me in 

case I have no one to travel 

with. 

 

I’ll save for a new door in 

case the old one breaks 

again. 

 

Make sure to learn to hunt in 

case you end up hungry on a 

desert island. 

 

I’ll take my watch in case my 

mobile phone dies. 

 



Take a miniature coffin with 

you in case your spider dies. 

Then you can bury him with 

dignity.  

 

Take a lighter with you in 

case your spider dies, so you 

can cremate him.  

 

Take tissues in case you start 

crying during the 

performance. 

 

Take your toothbrush with 

you in case you have to sleep 

away from home.  
 



9.4.15 

 

I was supposed to go to my friend’s at Easter but I 

stayed with my family. 

 

I was supposed to pick up my lenses from Z but then 

I realized that they had already closed. 

 

I was supposed come on time but I had to sign a 

contract. 

 

On time = včas 

(just) In time = akorát na poslední chvíli 

 

I was supposed to eat a carrot but then I saw a 

hambáč from Kobližná. 

 

I was supposed to come to my English class early but 

I came at 8:50. 

 

I was supposed to sing at a concert but unf. I caught 

a cold.  

 

I was supposed to come on time but I had some 

troubles  trouble  at home. 

 

I was supposed to help my parents with cleaning the 

house, but I didn’t have the mood.     

 

but I wasn’t IN the mood. 



 

I was supposed to call my mum but I got distracted. 

I was supposed to meet Iva at 3 pm but I had to do 

some homework so I arrived late. 

I was supposed to write homework but Friends was 

on tv. 

I was supposed to go home early but I met a friend 

(of mine) and we had to go for coffee. 

 

I was supposed to go for a coffee but they didn’t 

want to. 

 

I was supposed to  

M: I was supposed to sleep at home and feed my cat 

but there was something I had to discuss so I didn’t 

come  home.  

 

GO vs. COME 

 

17. Vertigo 

Fear of Heights 

 

The characters from the Idiot enter. After R, who 

comes totally drunk with a bunch of cakes and a 

knife for killing the snow-white hen, Prince Myskin 

enters accompanied by Rembrandt’s hen. D freaks 

out! He didn’t anything like this! He is confused and 

scared by Dali’s interpretation, but Dali continues 

with his experiment and he gives freedom to his 

characters! R’s hen changes into Aglaj, Prince M 



changes into a rooster and back again. R and M 

change into flies, D himself changes into a rooster. 

The characters agree with Dali. They want to prove 

that they are independent / autonomous and free 

beings. Aglaj cannot accept that Prince M prefers 

Natasha Fillipova and he didn’t let her feel the love 

that he himself called forth. R has killed NF and now 

wants to understand his own moral law….NF wants 

a public admission from the author that she is a 

clone of Apollinaire Suslova.  

 

 

Sam D   = D himself 

 

To keep on _______ing 

Continue ________ing 

Continue with s.th 

 

 

14.5.15 

 

I set down the bottle.  

I sat down.  

 

What did you do this summer? 

I played sex on the street for money ;) 

 

Sax 

 

Flight attendants prepare for lending.  



Landing. 

 

 

Speculation: Why does Ivca look so happy today? 

 

She might have seen her friend a friend (of hers) 

after a long time.  

She might have had a great breakfast. 

She might have had beautiful dreams about John 

Christopher Depp’s dogs.  

 

She might have seen a cute cat. 

She might have washed her hair after a long time.  

She may have had a virtual date  

 

She might have listened to a good song. 

She might have had chocolate IC this morning. 

She might have enjoyed the spring shower this 

morning.  

 

 


